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YouTube Video Links:  

https://youtu.be/ahRsRA74lZ4   
 
* The Library version of this game only has one word cards in English, as shown in the picture above. 
 
 
Number of Players: 3-5 Players (Best: 5) 
Ages: 10 and Up 
Play Time: 45-75 minutes 

 

https://youtu.be/ahRsRA74lZ4
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Farben: Love is...green? In the vivid storytelling game Farben, every color tells a story. Associate 
a color with a word, then tell a story of why you connect those two. If the word were "school", 
for example, you might hear the following: 

Player 1 plays purple: "I dyed my hair purple, purchased leather gear for several hundred 
dollars, and wore make-up in my very short Goth-phase. I quickly realized that I didn't fit in the 
scene as I am a rather happy person and have a hard time not constantly smiling." 

Player 2 plays red: 'My high school time was stressful because I wasn't a good student. I worried 
before each exam how I was going to explain all the mistakes marked with red to my parents." 

Player 3 plays black: 'I was totally in love with a fellow student from another class. I got up 
every day at 6:30 a.m. to catch the early bus to ride with her to school. It was still dark at that 
time, and that's why I chose black." 

Each round, you associate one of your twelve color cards with a word card and start telling a 
story. After all stories have been told, players tuck their color cards below the word card and 
set it aside. After ten words have been played, the scoring phase begins. Another player selects 
one of the visible words for you, and your task is to recall all of the colors played by the other 
players and yourself without looking. You earn points for correctly naming these colors. This 
sounds almost impossible at first, but through the stories the colors become easier to 
remember. Additionally, you score points on the other players' turns when they can remember 
your color. 

You win the game if you can remember best who assigned which color to specific words and if 
multiple players can remember the colors you assigned to the words. 

 

From: https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/259005/farben 
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